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So, you need a new icon
Before diving into designing a new icon, evaluate the need. Clearly articulate why
the use-case requires an icon and demonstrate that no current icons meet the need.
This means answering the questions:
Does my use-case require an icon?
Is adding a new icon solving the real problem?
Did I try using a current icon?
Can the new icon be used elsewhere?

If you answered “Yes” to those questions, obviously your
use-case needs something diﬀerent!
Given that the process for adding singular icons to UITK is tedious and time
consuming, carefully consider your use case before pursuing a new icon.

Egencia’s Icon Family
There was extensive discussion about which format to use for our icons – speciﬁcally
between SVG and a font pack. In the end, it was decided that Egencia’s icons will be
a font pack, given technical limitations. In order to add new icon glyphs, the font
pack needs to be updated, then app teams will need to be on the latest UITK release.
More on that later.

Getting Started

Software
Store all working ﬁles in the UITK Icons root folder, under _working. Duplicate the
_new icon template ﬁle to get started.

The ﬁnal version of an icon must be in Sketch with the entire shape united together
using the Union control (Figure A). Make sure the united shape is masked with a
16x16 invisible mask (Figure B). This ensures that when the SVG is exported, the
icon retains its built-in padding.

Figure A - Use “Union” to create a singular,
ﬂat shape.

Figure B – Mask the ﬂat shape to
retain the padding.

Up until the ﬁnal version of the icon, use whatever software makes sense. Illustrator
typically handles complex shapes better, but doesn’t play well with Sketch. Just
know that the icon will eventually need to be moved over to Sketch.

16pt Grid

All icons that are going to be added to the icon font must be built on a 16x16 point
grid, with no exceptions. The pixel grid establishes clear rules for the consistent, but
ﬂexible, positioning of graphic elements. The guideline shapes (below in purple) are
based on the grid. By using these core shapes as a baseline, consistent visual
proportions are maintained throughout the product icons.
Icon content can go edge-to-edge on the grid. In some cases, the visual weight is too
heavy, so building in padding can help lighten it up.

16 point grid

Grid with guides

Icon Construction
Shape
Egencia icon shapes are bold and geometric. They have a symmetrical and
consistent look, ensuring readability and clarity, even at small sizes. This is important
because most of the icons used inside the product are quite small. Getting
inspiration from places like Noun Project is encouraged and expected, but the new
icon must follow these rules so that, 1) we aren't plagiarizing, and 2) it looks like an
Egencia icon.

The Egencia icon style is Filled. The only icons that have both a ﬁlled and line style
are Warn, Error, and Help.
Design the new icon at 1x @ 16x16. This ensues that the icon is the correct size,
shape, weight at its smallest size. and scales accordingly

Hand-drawing all shapes and borders ensure consistent scaleability.

Stroke
The default stroke width is 2pt, including curves, angles, and both interior and
exterior strokes. In some cases, 2pt width is too wide. Intentionally making
exceptions is part of the process, so try using 1.5pt and even 1pt width if the icon is
complex. Make sure these exceptions do not feel out of place when viewing the new
icon all together in the group.

All key anchor points in the icon must fall on the whole pixel coordinates as often as
possible. This gets diﬀicult when dealing with complex shapes, but even in the
rounded dining utensils, primary angles and anchor points fall on whole and half
pixels where possible.

Border Radius

If the icon’s lines are set to the default 2pt width, then the border radius is 1pt. That
math scales down as line-weight exceptions are made (ex. 1pt line width uses 0.5pt
border radius). In order for the vector shape to scale appropriately, the border radii
must be hand drawn as illustrated below – do not use the Radius property in Sketch.

The point’s radius handles must be placed on half-points
for a 90 degree angle.
Use an intuitive mix of square corners and rounded corners. Typically, when an icon
is “grounded” a square corner is used (hotel, wine glass, coﬀee cup). All interior
corners should be square, not rounded. This keeps the icon silhouette crisp and
sharp.

In this icon system, interior corners are Square to keep the icon silhouette crisp and
sharp.

Negative Space
Use negative space to help deﬁne the shape of the icon without adding visual
weight. The smallest negative space size is 1pt. Start from there, then adjust as
needed.

Use negative space to help deﬁne the shape and lighten the visual weight of the icon

Complex Shapes
If an icon requires complex details, subtle adjustments can be made to improve its
legibility. These adjustments are referred to as optical corrections. Any optical
corrections should use the geometric forms on which all other icons are based,
without skewing or distorting those shapes. Rely as much as possible on the Grid,
Line, and Border Radius rules, that way the shape will remain as consistent as
possible.

The easiest way to start a complex icon is to draw a
vector line ﬁrst with 2pt thickness, then convert to an
outline. Ensure that as many points as possible fall
onto the pixel grid to maintain a crisp icon
silhouette.
The bicycle icon uses a 1.5pt stroke instead of a 2pt
stroke to ﬁt multiple curves within the 16x16pt icon
space.
Bicycle

Metaphorical Consistency
Reuse icon pieces where it makes sense in order to create consistency and likeness.
This ensures that our metaphors carry across the entire icon family. It also allows for
personality traits exclusive to Egencia icons to shine.

Feet – All icons that have some sort of stand have
the same radius treatment for their “foot”

Water – Icons with water
have the same masked
wave lines

Handles – Consistent handle
treatment

Marquee – Icons that use a marquee sign, like a taxi, have
the same style

Arrows - The Down Toggle (icon-toggle180) was reused multiple times across many
icons to ensure consistency

Review
Yay! You have a new icon! Now it’s time to review. Put together a layout like below to
bring to design review. This will help ensure the new icon ﬁts within its context in the
product, as well as within its category. Finalizing the icon may take multiple review
sessions, but once it passes design approval, prep the SVG for export.
Design approval checklist:
Review icon in its category (Ex. Amenities; Content; User & Proﬁle; etc.)

Review icon in context (Ex. Hotel rate drawer; Trip cards; Rail ticket options; etc.)
Get approval of new design in Global Design Review
SVG prep checklist:
Approval from Global Design Review
Entire icon shape is united
All lines are outlined
All border radii are hand-drawn
Anchor points fall on the pixel grid (example: x=0.0; NOT x=0.02)

Example of an icon review – Within its category and within context.

Implementation
Adding the Icon to the Font
Unfortunately, one-oﬀ icon additions are not possible. Your new SVG glyph must be
added to the entire font pack, then the icon pack needs to be exported again as a
new version. Right now, @Lauren N owns the premium IcoMoon account that allows
for font exports in the correct ﬁle format needed by UITK. Work with her to get the
new icon added and exported.
Read this doc for details on how to update the font.

Updating the Font in UITK
Once the new font pack is ready, work the UI Guild by adding a card to their trello
board to get the icon font updated in UITK. This can take 1-2 sprints of time
depending on workload and sprint cycle.

Adding to Your Product
After the new font pack is available in UITK, your product will need to consume the
new UITK update in order to use the icon.

Celebrate
Adding a new icon is a lot of work. Give yourself a pat on the back for getting it done!

